INTRODUCTION
In an earlier study {Scherer et al., 1984), we demonstrated that there may be different types of vocal cues to speaker affect, which contribute to the signaling of speaker states and intentions in essentially different ways. By analyzing listener judgments of the affective force of semantically neutral utterances taken from a corpus of natural speech, we provided evidence for a distinction between two types of cues: Those that can be treated as continuous acoustic variables whose variation is more or less directly correlated with variations in the affective message [e.g., the higher the average fundamental frequency {F0) of an utterance, the more generally aroused the speaker is judged to be], and those that are organized into linguistic {and perhaps perceptual) categories whose interpretation depends on interaction with other cues in the context, including the verbal content {e.g., a falling intonation contour is judged neutral with a WH question, but aggressive or challenging with a yes/no question). Given the distinction between these two types, we further noted that the continuous variables appear to reflect states of the speaker related to physiological arousal, while the more linguistic variables tend to signal speaker attitudes with a greater cognitive or attitudinal component, such as friendliness or reproach.
The general goal of the present study was to improve on our earlier methodology in order to develop the notion that vocal cues to affect are of different types and have at least partially independent functions. For the present study, we used digital resy.nthesis of naturally spoken utterances to create sets of stimuli in which certain acoustic variables--specifically, intonation contour type and F0 range--were • {3) That overall range functions as a continuous variable, so that changes in range are directly correlated with changes in the intensity of affective judgments {cf. the distinction made by Bolinger, 1961 , between "gradient" and "all-or-none" phenomena in intonation). We also explored the extent to which verbal content and speaker identity may influence the signaling function of the three main types of acoustic cues under study?
In the first experiment we attempted to assess the relative contribution of intonation contour type, F0 range, and voice quality on listeners' affective judgments of three sentences spoken by a single speaker. The second experiment was intended as a partial replication, using three different speakers, in order to determine the generality of the results of the first. The goal of the third experiment was to test whether pitch range variation has continuous or categorical effects on affective judgments.
We did not attempt any direct test of the hypothesis that contour differences are categorical rather than continuous, since the methodological and theoretical problems in any categorical perception experiment on intonation would be serious. Given the context dependence ofintonational meaning, it would be difficult to assign labels to hypothesized contour types (except perhaps in a few cases like "assertion" versus "question"}, which would make it difficult to set up a labeling task. More importantly, in the absence of a generally accepted phonological taxonomy of intonation, the choice of a stimulus continuum would force the experimenter to make many decisions on the detail of the contour shapes that could easily invalidate the results. Our view is that the phonological system of intonation needs to be established {and this paper is intended in part as a contribution toward that goal} before tests of categorical perception are likely to be useful (for further discussion see Ladd, 1980, Chap. 5}.
I. EXPERIMENT I
In this part of the study we tested the hypotheses that the three acoustic variables CONTOUR, RANGE, and VOICE QUALITY have independent effects in signaling speaker affect, and that RANGE and VOICE QUALITY are more related to speaker arousal than is CONTOUR. We also studied the influence of TEXT on the effects of the three acoustic parameters.
A. METHOD
Des/go
A factoffal 2 X 2 X 2 X 3 design was used with two levels of RANGE {narrow, wide), two levels of VOICE QUALITY {normal, harsh}, two different CONTOUR types ("uptrend," "downtrend"}, and three sentences with different TEXT. The variables RANGE and CONTOUR were manipulated through digital resynthesis; modifications of VOICE QUALITY were produced by the speaker who spoke the three TEXT types.
Speech materials
Three sentences were constructed for use in this and subsequent experiments. They are given here with English glosses and with code letters for ease of reference. Major accents are indicated by italics. {MD) Mit den anderen hat es nur einmal geklappt {'With the others it only worked once') {AS) Aber schrifi lich habe ich das nicht bekommen {'But I didn't get that in writing') {DB) Diese Biicher muss man aber zur//ckschicken {' But these books have to be sent back')
The most important formal criteria in the choice of these sentences were that they should have very similar patterns of accent and rhythm {in order to make it easier to compare intonation patterns from one to the other), and that the two major accents should occur on syllables with identical vowel height (in order to minimize "intrinsic pitch" effects; cf. Lehiste, 1970 , pp. 68-71). The most important semantic/pragmatic criteria were that the sentences should sound natural and colloquial, and that they should be consistent with a variety of speaker attitudes {surprise, irritation, etc.) depending on context, intonation, and the like.
The two intonation contour types studied are illustrated in Fig. 1 els at the beginning and the end of the contour and F0 movements at the two accents to be the systematically important features of these contour types. Specifically, both types begin in the middle of the speaker's range and end at the bottom of it. Both show a sharp rise on the first accented word and a fall on the second. One contour type gradually rises from the first accent to the second, while the other gradually falls; the one that gradually rises reaches the first accent peak in the first syllable of the accented word, while the one that gradually falls does not reach the peak of the first accent until the accented word's second syllable. 8 In the terms proposed by Ladd (1983) , both types are high ... high/low (i.e., a high accent followed by a high-low or falling accent), but one has a raised second accent peak, while the other has a delayed first peak and a downstepped second peak. For ease of reference we will designate these two contour types "uptrend" (gradual rise; raised second peak) and "downtrend" (gradual fall; downstepped second peak).
Phonetically, the contours were modeled as a sequence ofF0 values at six "anchor points" related to the phonelogically distinctive elements of the contour (one anchor point each at the beginning and the end, and two for each accent movement). The procedure for assigning F0 values to these anchor points is described in the Appendix. F0 transitions between the anchor points, and contour perturbations due to segmental effects, were assumed to be in the realm of lowlevel phonetic detail, and were generated by prescribed procedures outlined in the next sections. These procedures, and the phonelogical approach to data reduction that underlies them, made it possible to create extremely natural-sounding stimuli while at the same time tightly controlling relevant variables in a theoretically well-motivated way.
The sentences were recorded by a male native speaker of German in his thirties. Coached by one of the authors (DRL), the speaker produced the utterances with several different intonation contours (including the two types finally used in the study), and with two different "manners of speaking": A "normal, relaxed, friendly" voice and an "annoyed, irritated, angry" voice. (The main differences between the two speaking styles were that the latter had a higher F 0 range and a harsh, pressed voice quality.) Before further work on stimulus preparation was attempted, a large number of these utterances were analyzed acoustically and studied for information about the speaker's F 0 characteristics (e.g., speaker's F0 "floor"; see Appendix).
Stimulus preparation
Stimuli were prepared by means of digital resynthesis. Contour specifications of the sort described in the preceding section were used to create sets of new F0 contours, which then replaced the contours of the originally spoken utterances. This procedure made it possible to produce all the variations of RANGE and CONTOUR by resynthesis from a single "source utterance." That is, we were able to choose a single token of each TEXT type spoken in each VOICE QUALITY type-a total of six "source utterances"--and from them generate all 24 stimuli. This eliminated a good deal of potential variability in rhythm, duration, precision of articulation, etc., which would have been present in the stimuli if we had used many different tokens of the same TEXT type as stimuli.
As stated above, contours were modeled on the basis of six "anchor points" (see Fig. 1 ). For each of the two CON-TOUR types, average F 0 at each of these points was calculated, averaging across all of the speaker's productions of all utterances with "normal" voice quality. This yielded single standardized representations of the two CONTOUR types. The two "anchor points" in each of the two major accents were then adjusted up or down for each TEXT type to compensate for intrinsic pitch effects, in such a way that/•/was 0.5 semitone lower than/y/and 1.0 semitone higher than /a/. Prehead and endpoint F0 were not adjusted and were thus the same for all three TEXT types. F0 values for the wide RANGE stimuli were generated from the narrow RANGE values in accordance with the formula given in the Appendix. This formula allows the overall range of an F 0 contour to be determined by the value of a single range parameter R. This parameter had a value of 1.0 for the low RANGE stimuli, and 1.7 for those with a high RANGE.
The four new F0 contours (uptrend and downtrend in wide and narrow RANGE) were inserted into each of the six source utterances. Each source utterance was digitized (at 16 kHz) and analyzed by linear prediction (using 29 filter coefficients, 98% pre-emphasis, and 256-point windows overlapped by 64 points). With the aid of interactive computer graphics (Silverman, 1985) , the anchor points in the contour were aligned with the phonetic structure of each source utterance, and a contour interpolated between them using a quadratic spline function (Hirst, 1983) . Segmentally related perturbations ofF0, such as those accompanying obstruents (cf. e.g., Ohde, 1984) Table I , reporting the mean intercorrelations of the scales over three studies) show that 
Rating sessions
Because of the amount of time required for the task, and because of the two separate rating forms, the subjects rated the stimuli in two separate sessions about one week apart. Half the subjects judged the stimuli on the arousal form first, while the other half received the cognitive-attitude form first. Each session began with a written explanation of the task and three practice stimuli. The instructions were written in such a way that the subjects' attention was not drawn to the distinction between cognitive attitudes and states of arousal until the beginning of the second session (i.e., "Last session you did x, this time what you'll do is y").
Subjects heard the stimuli over loudspeakers in groups of three to six subjects. (Loudspeakers were used instead of headphones in order to minimize the subjects' awareness of the unnatural-sounding aspects of resynthesized speech; in preliminary trials, most subjects were unaware that they were listening to anything but natural recordings when the stimuli were presented in this way.) Each stimulus was heard once. There was no time limit for responding; the experimenter stopped the tape between each stimulus utterance and restarred it when the subjects were ready. The sessions generally lasted about 40 min.
There were 23 paid subjects, mostly students at the University of Giessen and all native speakers of German, ranging in age from 19 to 27. An approximately equal number of male and female subjects took part. will not discuss the effects of TEXT further at this point. The major result of the experiment is that, as predicted, RANGE and VOICE QUALITY had a strong effect on judges' inference of speaker arousal: Harsh voice quality and wide range are seen as signals of arousal, annoyance, and involvement. The d values show that the largest effects in the experiment were those of these two acoustic variables on the arousal judgments (more than five standard deviations, explaining about 93% of the variance). Yet there are also significant effects of VOICE QUALITY and RANGE on more cognitive attitudes (emphasis, contradiction, and reproach), though these effects are all weaker than for arousal states. This may show that there is an arousal component inherent in those cognitive attitudes; alternatively, it may suggest the difficulty of mapping psychological categories of emotion directly onto acoustic cues. We will return to this question below.
As for the difference between VOICE QUALITY and RANGE, the results suggest that RANGE may be more strictly related to arousal, while VOICE QUALITY has a component of positive-negative valence (the speaker's positive or negative evaluation of the interlocutor or semantic content) as well. Specifically, harsh voice quality leads to the attribution of negative states (less cooperative, more deceitful, more arrogant) that are apparently unrelated to RANGE. Note also that surprise, which is relatively neutral from the point of view of valence, seems to be related only to RANGE and not VOICE QUALITY.
We had predicted that CONTOUR should affect the rating of cognitive attitudes rather than arousal. On three of the five cognitive-attitude scales, CONTOUR does have a significant effect' Uptrend signals greater emphasis, stronger contradiction, and less cooperativeness. However, CON-TOUR also has effects on the arousal scales that are even stronger than those on the cognitive attitude scales. Uptrending intonation, like wide range and harsh voice quality, is interpreted as signaling arousal, annoyance, and involvement. Once again, an obvious conclusion is that the distinction between arousal and cognitive attitudes is not directly reflected in the acoustic cues; however, other explanations are possible. 6
The only clusters of significant interactions were in TEXT by CONTOUR and TEXT by VOICE QUALITY. Only two of the remaining 90 interaction effects were statistically significant. In particular, there were no RANGE by CONTOUR interactions. This suggests that the acoustic variables studied here--CONTOUR, RANGE, and VOICE QUALITY--may indeed operate independently.
II. EXPERIMENT II
The purpose of this experiment was to replicate some of the findings of experiment I, and to assess their generality across speakers. The VOICE QUALITY manipulation, which had been done by speaker simulation in experiment I, was dropped from experiment II, since we could not be confident that the different speakers would produce comparable changes of voice quality. This means that the replication was restricted to the resynthesized variables RANGE and CON-TOUR. However, the use of more than one speaker made it possible to test for interaction effects between SPEAKER and the acoustic variables. A further difference between experiment I and II was the improvement of the rating procedure, described in this section.
A. Method
Design
A 2 X 2 X 3 X 3 factorial design was used, with two levels of RANGE (narrow, wide}, two types of CONTOUR (uptrend, downtrend}, three different TEXTs (the same three used in experiment I}, and three different speakers (FT, GB, and CL}.
Speech materials
The same TEXT and CONTOUR types were studied as in experiment I (but see footnote 8). The speakers (two of whom, FT and GB, are co-authors of this report) were again coached by DRL to produce the intonation contours under study. Also as in experiment I, a considerable number of utterances were analyzed acoustically in order to arrive at a rough picture of each speaker's F0 characteristics.
Stimu/us preparation
As in experiment I, one utterance of each TEXT by each speaker was selected as a source utterance for resynthesizing all the stimuli. Standardized values for the anchor points in the contours were derived in the same way as in experiment I. Narrow and wide ranges were generated by using R values of 0.75 and 1.25 in the range formula. The contours derived in this way were resynthesized using the same methods as in experiment I.
Rating form
Instead of using two separate rating forms, one for states of arousal and one for cognitive attitudes, as we had done in experiment I, a single rating form was Constructed that ineluded both types. A total of eight 8-point unipolar scales were used, four for states of arousal: erregt (aroused}, •irgerlich (annoyed}, arrogant (arrogant), and engagiert (involved}, and four for cognitive attitudes: naehdrfieklieh (emphatic}, entgegenkommend {cooperative}, widersprechend {contra-dieting}, and vorwurfsvoll (reproachful}. It should be noted that the scale cooperative is negatively poled with respect to the other seven scales.
Rating sessions
Because of the new rating form, only a single rating session was necessary. In all other respects the rating procedure was unchanged from experiment I. The subjects for this experiment were 17 students (an approximately equal number of males and females), ranging in age from 18 to 25, who had not taken part in experiment I. The results obtained for RANGE in experiment I are in general clearly replicated. Wider range is heard as a signal of the speaker's being more aroused, annoyed, involved, emphatic, contradicting, and reproachful. As in the previous experiment, the largest effect of RANGE was on the judgments of arousal. Nevertheless, the difficulty of distinguishing acoustic correlates of arousal from those of various cognitive attitudes is even greater than in experiment I, since in experiment II there is a less decisive difference in effect size between the two. At the same time, however, it is tempting to look for a single dimension, such as arousal, that might be common to all these scales; in any ease, it cannot simply be asserted that the subjects responded to wider range with more extreme judgments on all the scales, since wide RANGE is associated with lower eooperativeness.
For CONTOUR, there is only one significant main effect, with uptrending intonation being judged as more emphatic. The fact that we find fewer such main effects in this experiment may reflect the changes in the rating procedure (viz., running a single rating session and not separating the two sets of rating scales}. To the extent that CONTOUR involves categorical linguistic distinctions rather than continuous variables, the failure to replicate some of the findings of experiment I may also reflect the general inappropriateness of rating scales as a means of expressing the pragmatic effects of different contour choices. • As in experiment I, we do not find significant interaction effects between the two acoustic variables that were experimentally manipulated here. This again underlines the independence of these factors and their additive effect.
III. EXPERIMENT III
Given the clear correlation of RANGE with judgments of speaker arousal in the first two experiments, our goal in the third experiment was to investigate in more detail the effects of changes in RANGE. In particular, we wanted to see whether, as is commonly assumed, gradual increases in RANGE lead to gradual changes in affective judgments, or whether there are categorical effects as well such that one might distinguish discrete levels (e.g., "normal range" versus "raised range"). 
Dos/gn
To reduce the number of stimuli to be judged, we concentrated only on range, using a 2 X 2 X 5 design with two TEXT types, two SPEAKERs, and a continuum of five levels of RANGE. In comparison with experiment II, we eliminated one TEXT type (MD, eliminated because of technical difficulties in obtaining natural-sounding resynthesized versions), one SPEAKER (eliminating CL, the one with the relatively narrow overall range), and the CONTOUR variable (only the "downtrend" contour was used).
Speech mator/a/and stimulus proparation
The recorded utterances used in experiment II were used again as the basis for the resynthesized stimuli in this experiment. The F0 values of the downtrend contours on texts AS and DB as spoken by speakers FT and GB were transformed into five RANGE settings, using R values of The rating procedures were identical to those in experiment II. The subjects were 25 students (an approximately equal number of males and females) ranging in age from 18 to 27, who had not taken part in the earlier experiments.
B. Results and discussion
Results are shown in Table IV gate the question of primary interest for this experiment, namely whether the relation between RANGE and affective judgments is categorical or continuous, we plotted the judgment means for the five different levels of range (Fig. 2) . Figure 2 suggests strongly that a continuous and not a categorical relation must be assumed. This impression was confirmed by partitioning the mean square of the variance in the ANOVA and testing for trends. The linear trend for all eight scales was highly significant, with the smallest linear trend being obtained for the "contradicting" scale reading p = 0.0014. None of the higher-order nonlinear trends was significant for six of the scales. The quadratic component reached p < 0.01 for cooperative, and the fourth-order component p <0.05 for annoyed (see Fig. 2 ). Given the large number of higher-order component tests the latter two effects could well be due to chance.
A new and unexpected result was the finding of significant interactions between TEXT and RANGE for the scales arrogant, annoyed, cooperative, and reproachful. These means, averaged over the scales arrogant, annoyed, and reproachful, are plotted in Fig. 3 (the scale cooperative is excluded, since it has a negative slope). It can be seen that the interaction effect is due to a sudden decrease in the attribution of these attitudes for the text AS as range rises to its highest level. The explanation for this interaction is not clear; it could be largely methodological (e.g., inadequacies in the range formula might create increasingly unnaturalsounding utterances as the value of R increases), or it could be of direct relevance to the problem of continuous versus categorical (e.g., affective judgments may be affected categorically as the F0 range reaches a ceiling for a given voice). Further experimentation would be necessary to address this question.
IV. CONCLUSION
By using digital resynthesis, we have been able to manipulate three different acoustic variables independently of one another in a theoretically motivated way. The factoffal design resulting from this procedure allowed us not only to assess the effect of changes in those acoustic variables, but also to investigate their interactions. As might have been expected from earlier correlational studies, our results clearly show the effect of range, voice quality, and contour type on judgments of speaker affect. A more significant aspect of our findings is the absence of interaction effects, suggesting that the acoustic variables in question function largely independently of one another.
The second important finding of the study is that, despite the presence of significant SPEAKER and TEXT effects, there are virtually no interactions between these factors and the acoustic variables manipulated. This gives rise to the hope that the effects found here can be generalized over a wide range of speakers and utterances.
The third important finding of the study is that there are pervasive effects of RANGE on affective judgments, particularly on attributions of arousal. Moreover, these effects appear to be a continuous function of changes in range. The possibility of categorical effects at extreme ranges, suggested by some of the data from experiment III, needs further study.
Results for CONTOUR and VOICE QUALITY are less conclusive. The problems interpreting the results for CONTOUR are probably due in part to inadequate understanding of the linguistic structure of intonation, and to the likelihood that rating-scale methods are inappropriate tools for investigating intonational nuances. In the case of VOICE QUALITY, the biggest problem is our inability to manipulate voice quality variables as we have manipulated F0 variables. This inability is due in part to inadequate understanding of the acoustic parameters involved in signaling voice quality distinctions, and in part to technical difficulties, at the present time, in modifying the relevant parameters {e.g., glottal wave shape) by means of pitch-asynchronous digital resynthesis.
Perhaps the most important weakness of this study, and indeed of the whole general area of research, is the absence of a widely accepted taxonomy of emotion and attitude. Not only does this make it difficult to state hypotheses and predictions clearly, but (on a more practical level) it makes it difficult to select appropriate labels in designing rating forms. At the same time, however, we have been able to avoid some of the difficulties caused by these theoretical inadequacies, because our goal was not so much to identify the acoustic cues to such-and-such a {hypothesized) emotional state, but to study the kinds of signaling functions of the various acoustic cues. This difference in emphasis from certain earlier studies (e.g., Uldall, 1960; Williams and Stevens, 1972; Streeter et al., 1983 ) means that our results were more robust, in particular in surviving the substantial modifications in rating form from experiment I to II.
In summary, we feel that our study has demonstrated both the usefulness of resynthesis as an experimental technique, and the possibility of associating distinct functions with different putative paralinguistic features such as range, voice quality, and contour type. The results reported here seem to warrant further investigation along these lines.
